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About Phi
Gamma Delta

As of the Fall 2019 Semester

Founded

Membership in the U.S. &
Canada

May 1, 1848 at Jefferson College in
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania

145

9

Chapters

78

Colonies

Mission Statement
Phi Gamma Delta unites men in enduring
friendships, stimulates the pursuit of
knowledge, and builds courageous
leaders who serve the world with the
best that is in them.

Average
Chapter Size

10,500+ 120,000+
Undergraduate
Brothers

Active Graduate
Brothers

70

Vision
To be an active, vital force of men who
courageously live our values and make a
positive impact on college and community.

Graduate Chapters

Fall 2019 GPA

3.0

67%

Average Chapter GPA

Chapters Above a
3.0 GPA

~60%

~10%

Chapters Ranked in
the Top 1/3 in Grades

Testimonials
“FIJI gave me the opportunity to
develop as a leader and to learn to be
more selfless.”
- Chad Bureau (Clemson 2020)

Chapters #1 in Grades
on Their Campus

Phi Gamma Delta has been above the All-Fraternity
Average and All-Men’s Average every semester since 2005.

3.2 GPA = $250
Scholarship
The Phi Gamma Delta Educational Foundation awards $250 to every newly initiated
brother who achieves a 3.2 GPA or higher
during his pledge semester. Since 1998, the
Foundation has awarded over $2.3 million in
Academic Achievement Awards (Triple A)
to those who met this challenge.

THE FRATERNITY OF

“One of the best experiences in college is joining a brotherhood that helps you learn, lead and
create bonds that will far outlast
your college career.”
- Jesus Rangel (Texas State 2018)

PHI GAMMA DELTA
1201 Red Mile Rd, Lexington, KY 40504
859-255-1848 | www.phigam.org | phigam@phigam.org

facebook-square

instagram

Linkedin

snapchat-square

TWITTER

Phi Gamma PhiGamHQ Phi Gamma PhiGamHQ PhiGamHQ
Delta
Delta

PHI GAMMA DELTA
BUILDING COURAGEOUS
LEADERS

“As an international student, I found a
home away from home. My brothers
became my family and helped me
overcome homesickness, cultural differences and language barriers.”
- Mark Smyslov (South Florida 2018)
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Do You Want to Leave Your Legacy?
Building Courageous Leaders
Courageous leaders have the strength to stand up for their values when they are tested. There are three elements of courageous leadership:

Understand Our Values
Brothers who understand and embrace Phi Gamma
Delta’s five values.

Phi Gamma Delta’s Values

We are united by Friendship. It is the basis of
our brotherhood. Because of it we accomplish far
more than we do as individuals. Friendship is the sweetest
influence.
We promote the pursuit
of Knowledge. It is the
key to a fuller, richer life.
We gain it through education, the harmonious development of the powers of the
individual.
We encourage Service. We have the ability, the
opportunity and the duty to serve our fellow human
beings. Our reward is the satisfaction that comes
from serving.
We believe in Morality. As gentlemen of quality, we must do what is right as individuals and as
a group. Moral behavior is the basis of society’s
existence.
We strive for Excellence. It is attained only when
we fulfill our potential. Mankind benefits when each
of us becomes all that we can.

Three Priorities
 Scholarship
 Fraternity
 Self

Recognize Testing Points
Brothers who recognize when their values are being
challenged and understand there could be repercussions to the choices they make.

Programming

(Programs delivered at the chapter level)

Alcohol Skills Training Program (ASTP) uses

an approach to alcohol education that is non-judgemental and non-confrontational. It meets chapter/
colony members where they are in terms of readiness
to change their behavior.

Behind Happy Faces is a mental health program

designed to help chapters/colonies tackle the difficult
conversations surrounding mental health.

Social Strengths offers brothers education in

important topics such as healthy
relationships, consent, sexual
assault prevention, safe social
environments and bystander
intervention.

The Testing Points
Workshop focuses on the

most relevant and realistic
aspects of bystander intervention and proactive personal development for today’s collegiate men.

#JoinTheFight Against Hazing
The Fraternity has embarked on a comprehensive
Hazing Prevention Plan intended to rethink our
approach to new member education, engage interested constituencies and, ultimately, work to eliminate
hazing from our chapters. We invite you to Join the
Fight to prevent hazing!

Apply the Values at the
Testing Point
Brothers who have the strength to uphold Phi Gamma
Delta’s values and confront the issue when they are
tested.

Leadership Programming

Fiji Academy is held every January in St. Louis,

Missouri. The Academy is an intensive, two-day leadership experience, offering educational tracks for all
chapter officer positions, including
graduate volunteers.

The Leadership Institute

is a five-day, premier leadership experience empowers brothers to work on
real challenges facing their
chapters. Participants will
return to their chapter/colony
prepared to educate their brothers on what it means to Lead with Courage.

The Summit is a two and a half program, where

participants will develop tangible skills and learn techniques in recruitment and new member education.

UIFI (Undergraduate Interfraternity Institute),

is a five-day program hosted by the North American
Interfraternity Conference (NIC). UIFI educates fraternity and sorority members how to explore, define and
enhance their leadership skills, personal awareness,
commitment to their fraternity, and grow to expect
values based action from themselves and those they
lead. The Fraternity offers 25 scholarships for Phi
Gams to attend one of several sessions, scheduled
throughout the spring and summer each year.

Not for College
Days Alone!
Graduate Chapters
Join one of 70 graduate
chapters, located in cities
across North America.
A graduate chapter is
a group of graduate
brothers from a variety
of undergraduate chapters that hold functions on a
regular basis.

Graduate Advisors
Volunteer as a graduate advisor for an undergraduate chapter. As an advisor, you will put yourself in a
position to make a tremendous impact on the lives
of many undergraduate members.

Pig Dinner
Pig Dinner is the oldest, chapter-based annual graduate event in the fraternal world. All brothers have
the opportunity to be invited to a your chapter’s
annual Pig Dinner to reconnect with or meet graduate brothers you went to school with and meet
current undergraduate brothers.

Owl Certificates
The Fraternity honors a
lifetime of brotherhood with the Silver,
Gold and Diamond
Owl Certificates, celebrating 25, 50 and 75
years of membership,
respectively.

